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Greater Kailash is the place of absolute bliss for those who love to delight their palate with exquisite
variety of food. The restaurants in Greater Kailash serve the most sumptuous dishes of a wide
variety of cuisines. The foodies would be delighted to satisfy their palate with a wide variety of
eatery that excels in taste and flavour. The restaurants in Greater Kailash are famous for serving an
assortment of finest cuisines in a pleasant ambience. But to get your favourite cuisine form the best
of Greater Kailash restaurants you wonâ€™t have to go through any hassle, your choicest items can
come right way at your door with online ordering. A large number of restaurants in Greater Kailash
are available online and you can place order for food or book your table online and get good
discounts from restaurants.

Some of the best restaurants in Greater Kailash for online food ordering:

Red Wok, Greater Kailash: When it is about getting the most authentic finger licking Chinese, Thai
and Seafood Red Wok is the right place for you. An assortment of thai dishes with original
ingredients can make your dining a worth cherishing experience over here. Grilled chicken satay,
Tamarind Chilly Jumbo Prawns, Chicken Momo and Prawn momo taste so good and so groovy.

Sanjha Chulha, Greater Kailash: No foodies would like to miss the delicious North Indian and
Tandoori dishes from this place. Sanjha Chulha is the most favourite joint to get the taste of
authentic chicken tandoori, chicken afgani and chicken achari tikka. The fresh and sumptuous
dishes from this place can make any moment delightful.

Touch Of Spice, Greater Kailash:  The delectable food items from Touch Of Spice bear the true
flavour and taste of Indian cuisine. The Methi Malai Murgh Tikka, Honey Chilly Murgh Tikka, Kalmi
Kebab, Afgani TangriAjwain Fish Tikka and Garlic Lamb Tikka taste heavenly and a great treat for
the foodies.

Mainland China, Greater Kailash: It is truly said that whenever it is about Chinese food, it is
Mainland China. If you are fan of Chinesee food this is the â€œmustâ€• hub for you, a great variety of
soups and starters and an assortment of rice and noodle dishes are available that excel in
authenticity and taste.

When it is about good food, the restaurant in Mumbai that deserves a mention is Rite On Coal. The
delicious Indian and Chinese delicacies are over here in a comfortable ambience. You will get a
variety of vegetarian and non-vegetarian appetizers over here to delight your taste buds; these
include the sumptuous kababs and tikkas. The Paneer koliwada and Masala pomfret are among the
most popular choices. The main course features an assortment of gravies in vegetarian, chicken,
mutton and seafood options. You would love to cherish the rice varieties, biriyani and breads at Rite
On Coal. From the Chinese menu crispy Prawns and Chicken triple Schezwan are most favoured by
many. Place order for your favourite food at Rite On Coal and get excellent offers from this
restaurant.

For getting your choicest food in the most effortless way, online food ordering is the most popular
option today and when you want to do that, choose justeat.in as it is the most convenient way of
placing order for food or making reservation for table. Thousands of restaurants scattered over the
major cities of India provide online order facility. Place order online at any of the restaurants in
Greater Kailash or Rite On Coal at justeat.in and avail great offers.
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Sandeep Arora - About Author:
Sandeep Arora is an executive chef who has been working as the Chief Chef in the top hotels of
India for fifteen years now.  He has written many articles on the Indian cuisines and the restaurants
in India. In this article he is sharing some valuable information with us on the Restaurants in Greater
Kailash and Rite on Coal. 
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